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I.

General

1. Members are obliged to behave in a way that does not reflect
negatively on EYP Luxembourg a.s.b.l. (EYP LU hereafter) and/or other
EYPers at any events organised or co-organised by EYP LU.
2. During an official session, officials and the representatives of EYP LU
must act as role models and behave respectfully towards other session
participants. Behaviour that respects cultural and religious differences
is expected from all participants at sessions.
3. Officials and representatives of EYP LU are forbidden to engage in any
romantic or intimate activity with delegates or any other person
engaged at the session of which they could be viewed a superior.
4. Every participant at a session (and any other officially organised event,
if deemed necessary by the board) must sign this document to declare
that they have understood all clauses and will adhere to them.
5. New members will have this document send to them via email and
their consent is assumed until they signed it at their following session.
6. Any non-compliance or breach of this agreement between EYP LU and
its members will result in penalties reaching up to the permanent
removal of a member from EYP LU and blocking this member from
re-enrolling.
7. EYP LU denies all responsibility for individuals infringing on this policy
and will not cover costs thence arising.
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II.

Alcohol and Drugs

1. EYP LU respects Luxembourgish National law and limits the use of
alcohol and tobacco at its events accordingly.
2. Any session participant that is unable to fulfil their duties or participate
in the session programme due to overindulgence will be sent home at
their own expense.
3. The consumption or use of illegal drugs is forbidden at any event and
any participant who violates the policy will be sent home at their own
expense.
4. Apart from being sent home, participants infringing on this policy at
sessions can be downgraded in their selection ranking.
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